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In the documentation, Stormshield Management Center is referred to in its short form: SMC and
Stormshield Network under the short form: SN.

This document is not exhaustive and minor changes may have been included in this version.
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SMC 2.4 new features

VPN topologies

Configuration of the contact IP address and local address
In VPN topologies, it is now possible to configure the contact IP address and local address of each
firewall. Different addresses can therefore be defined for each topology on the same firewall.

Support for several certificate authorities in a topology
Several trusted certificate authorities can now be selected within the same VPN topology. This
makes it possible to include in a topology equipment belonging to various entities and certified
by different authorities.

Support for dynamic peers
It is now possible to create VPN topologies that involve peers using dynamic IP addresses.

Status of the SMC server

Diagnostics report
You can now download a diagnostics report on the performance status of the SMC server in HTML
format from the web interface or the command line interface. This report may provide useful
information if issues arise on the server.

Communication between the SMC server and SN firewalls

Compression and optimization
From version 3.6.0 of SN firewalls onwards, data exchanged between the SMC server and
firewalls will now be compressed. The SMC server in version 2.4.0 requires about 100 times less
bandwidth that version 2.3.0. The bandwidth required to supervise 30 firewalls is now about 6
Kb/s.

Configuration deployment

Configuration comparison
Before deploying a new configuration on your firewalls with the SMC server, you can now view a
configuration comparison in order to compare the last configuration deployed on the firewalls and
the new configuration about to be deployed.

Selection of SN firewalls by default

Support reference: 157606CW
Firewalls are now no longer selected by default during the deployment of the configuration from
the web interface.
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SNS CLI Scripts

Scheduled running of scripts
You can now schedule when to run SNS CLI scripts. You can therefore schedule when your pool
of firewalls needs to be updated, for example, without impacting production. New variables make
it possible to update a disparate pool using a single script.

Sample CSV file
The sample file example-sns-cli-script.csv has been added on the server in the repository of
sample CSV files /var/fwadmin/examples/csv.

SMC 2.4 bug fixes

VPN topologies

VPN peer factoring

Support reference: 154737PW
SN firewalls in version 3.3.0 could deny VPN configurations that had been configured from the
SMC server if the same firewall had been used in several topologies. Such cases are now
managed correctly, on the condition that the encryption algorithms are the same in the various
topologies.

Configuration of SN firewalls

Behavior of the SMC server during errors when reading/writing the main
configuration file

Support reference: 155470PW
Whenever the SMC virtual machine unexpectedly shut down, even if the configuration file on the
server was empty, SMC would consider it valid. Now, whenever this file is empty, the server would
retrieve a backup of it.

Log consultation

New log concerning customized variables
Whenever variable objects were used in a configuration and a customized variable was not
defined for a firewall, the configuration would not be deployed and the information would not be
clear in the error log. The log now indicates the cause of the deployment failure.
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Compatibility
The following platforms are compatible with SMC 2.4:

Stormshield Network Security
SN firewalls 2.5 and upwards

Virtual environments
VMware ESXi 5.5, 6.0 and 6.5
VMware Workstation 12.0
Microsoft Hyper-V Windows Server 2008 R2 and 2012

R2

Web browsers
In order for the firewall administration interface to operate optimally, you are advised to use the
latest versions of Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox (ESR version - Extended
Support Release). For further information on these versions, please refer to the relevant vendors
for the life cycles of their products.

Active Directories
Active Directory Windows Server 2012 R2
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Recommendations

Before upgrading to version 2.1.0 and upwards
From version 2.1.0 of the SMC server, changes have been made to the operating system so that a
larger amount of data can bemanaged, especially by the new feature that automatically backs
up the configuration of the server and of SN firewalls.

We recommend that you deploy a new .OVA or .VHD to get the best results from the following
modifications:

l more efficient virtual interface,

l increased disk space to support the automatic backup feature.

We also advise you to enable the automatic backup feature only after a new machine has been
deployed.

Follow the procedure below to deploy a new .OVA or .VHD:

1. Start by upgrading your machine to version 2.1.0 or upwards from an upgrade archive.

2. Back up the configuration of the server and of any logs you wish to back up.

3. Deploy a new .OVA or .VHD in version 2.1.0 or upwards.

4. Through the SMC initialization wizard, restore the backed up configuration on the new
machine.

To get help or more information on these procedures, please refer to the SMC Administration guide
or contact the Technical Assistance Center.

Feel free to look up the SNS knowledge base as well in your MyStormshield area. The knowledge
base explains how tomanually increase disk size and modify the virtual interface.

Warning before connecting SN firewalls to the SMC server
Take note of the following information if you wish to associate the SMC server with a pool of SN
firewalls already used in production, and which contain global configuration items.

Whenever SMC deploys a configuration on a firewall, all global configuration items found on this
firewall will be deleted and replaced with configuration items defined in the SMC configuration, if
any.

This includes:

l Global objects defined on the firewall,

l Global filter rules defined on the firewall,

l Global VPN tunnels defined on the firewall.

These elements are not displayed by default in the SNS Web configuration interface. To display
them, go to the firewall Preferences, section Application settings and enable the option Display
global policies (Filter, NAT, IPsec VPN and Objects).

By attaching an SN firewall to SMC, you therefore accept that these global items, which could
have been set up on this firewall, will be overwritten as soon as SMC deploys the configuration.

However, local objects, rules and VPN tunnels (which you handle by default in the firewalls' web
administration interface) will never bemodified or deleted when SMC deploys a configuration.
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We therefore recommend that you recreate these global items in the form of local items on the
firewall or rewrite rules in SMC before attaching the firewall to SMC, in order to avoid losing
configuration items and disrupting production.

In most cases, in which the firewall to be attached does not have any global configuration items,
no particular precautions need to be taken in attaching the firewall to SMC, and doing so will leave
no impact on production.

In any case, we recommend that you back up your firewall's configuration before attaching
it to SMC.
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Known issues

Using global network objects in a local configuration
On SN firewalls, global objects may be used in local configurations. However, when SMC deploys
a configuration on a firewall, existing global objects on the firewall will be deleted and replaced
with objects defined in the SMC configuration. To keep the local configuration running, you need
to impose the deployment of necessary global objects on affected firewalls.

For more information, refer to the section Warning before connecting SN firewalls to the SMC
server.

Using variable objects in VPN topologies
It is not possible to use groups containing variable objects in VPN topologies. VPN tunnels
configuration would be invalid.

Connecting SN firewalls
SN firewalls in factory configuration from version 3.1.2 upwards cannot be connected to SMC
from the firewall installation wizard. You need to install the connecting package from a USB drive.

Configuring routing from SMC
Several of the interfaces used for contacting the SMC server can be configured, but only one
default gateway can be declared on a single interface. Routing must be configured manually for
the other interfaces. An article in the Stormshield Knowledge base sets out the procedure to
follow.

Restriction on the number of characters in filter and NAT rules

Support reference: 157640CW
In filter and NAT rules, the limit that the SMC server imposes on the number of characters in a
given field (source or destination, for example) is lower than the limit that has been imposed by
SN firewalls ever since version 3.4.

If the required number of characters exceeds the limit, the configuration will not be deployed. We
recommend that you create object groups in such cases.

Management of administrators originating from an LDAP directory

Support reference: 157663CW
Whenever users from an LDAP directory authenticate on the SMC server, certain characters would
not be supported and the authentication would fail. However, the LDAP directory can still be
queried.

SMC server diagnostics report
Whenever the SMC server diagnostics report is downloaded via command line, errors such as
sysctl: reading key "xxx"would be highlighted in the report. These errors do not negatively
impact the diagnosis.
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Documentation resources
The following technical documentation resources are available in the documentation base in the
client area MyStormshield or on Stormshield Institute website. We suggest that you rely on these
resources for a better application of all features in this version.

Guides
l Stormshield Management Center Installation guide

l Stormshield Management Center Administration guide

l Stormshield Network Configuration and Administration Manual

Videos
l CLI Commands and Scripts, available on Institute.

Checking the integrity of the binary files
To check the integrity of Stormshield Management Center binary files:

1. Enter one of the following commands and replace filename by the name of the file you want
to check:

l Linux operating system: sha256sum filename

l Windows operating system: CertUtil -hashfile filename SHA256

2. Compare with hashes provided on MyStormshield customer area, section Downloads.
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Enhancements from earlier versions of SMC 2
In this section, you will find the features and fixes from previous versions of SMC 2.

2.3 New features Bug fixes

2.2.2 New features Bug fixes

2.2.1 New features Bug fixes

2.2.0 New features Bug fixes

2.1.1 New features Bug fixes

2.1.0 New features Bug fixes

2.0 New features Bug fixes
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SMC 2.3 new features

Improved performance on the SMC server

Changes to the .OVA archive file
The SMC server is now configured by default with two processors and 2 GB of RAM.

Shorter configuration deployment time
The time it takes to deploy the configuration on SN firewall has been optimized.

If you are upgrading your SMC server to version 2.3, we recommend that you set the parameters
of the virtual machine to at least two processors and 2 GB of RAM to benefit from this optimization.
Higher values can be configured but ensure that they are in line with the hypervisor's capacities.

SMC server certificate

Customization of the certificate presented by the SMC server’s web interface.
The certificate that the SMC server's web interface presents can now be customized. Please refer
to the Administration guide to find out how to do so.

Importing SN firewalls

Classification of SN firewalls in folders
Whenever you import several SN firewalls on the SMC server from a CSV file using the command
fwadmin-firewalls-and-packages, the firewalls can now be placed directly into separate
folders.

Improved user comfort

Quick access to the SN firewall monitoring window
You can now click on the Stormshield logo in the top left section of the web interface to quickly
return to the SN firewall monitoring screen.

Naming of filter and translation rule profiles and VPN tunnels
In the SN firewall web administration interface, profiles of rules and VPN tunnels deployed on
firewalls from the SMC server are now named using the SMC deployment number. The
deployment date is added in the comments.

Filter and NAT rules

Importing filter and translation rule profiles and related objects
Filter and NAT rules, as well as the objects related to such rules, can now be imported into SMC
from a CSV file. This can be done using the command fwadmin-import-rules.

With this feature, you can easily import rules that have been exported from other SN firewalls.
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Behavior of rule separators
Moving a collapsed rule separator now moves the filter and NAT rules associated with it.

Configuration deployment

Log filtering
During the deployment of the configuration, you can now click on the status bar of a firewall to
display logs about the deployment in progress on this firewall.

SNS CLI scripts

Management of scripts on the SMC server.
SNS CLI scripts can now be stored on the SMC server and reused. The list of stored scripts is
provided in the script selection window in the web interface.

The command fwadmin-sns-cli-script has therefore been modified to allow several new
actions to be performed with scripts.

Network

Configuration of several network interfaces on the SMC server
Multiple interfaces can now be configured so that the SMC server can be contacted on several IP
addresses. This allows it to manage SN firewalls from different networks and guarantee that the
server will always be contactable.

However, you need to configure routing for interfaces other than the one that has a default
gateway using the command line interface of the SMC server. An article in the Stormshield
Knowledge base sets out the procedure to follow.

VPN

SN firewall certificates
Version 2.3 of SMC introduces several enhancements with regard to firewall certificates for VPN
communications:

l The verification of certificate authority certificates when they are imported has been
strengthened. If an issue arises, error messages will appear to assist the administrator.

l Certificate authority trust chains can now be imported in order to set up VPN tunnels using
intermediate authorities.

l Certificates used by SN firewalls can now be declared in SMC by simply indicating their
subject and issuer, without the need to import any files. This feature may be useful whenever
the firewall generates its own keys and obtains a certificate automatically from the certificate
authority via SCEP.

l As for VPN topologies, if the network of a remote site includes the network of a local site by
default, the traffic of the local network will not be sent through the VPN tunnel and remains on
the local site. This applies to SN firewalls from version 3.4.1 upwards.
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SMC 2.3 bug fixes

Authentication

Removal of session cookies

Support reference 154314PW
Due to a regression, session cookies that facilitate authentication on the SMC server's web
interface were not deleted after administrators logged off, causing security issues. This issue has
been fixed.

VPN topologies

Improved monitoring of VPN tunnels

Support reference 154967PW
Whenever the number of SN firewalls and VPN tunnels got too high, the load generated by the
regular refreshment of tunnel monitoring would render the SMC server unavailable. This issue has
been fixed.

Improved responsiveness in the peer selection window

Support reference 155247PW
The peer selection window now displays more quickly whenever there are many peers in the list.

Management of administrators originating from an LDAP directory

Case sensitivity

Support reference 153999PW
The configuration in command line of administrators originating from an LDAP directory is no
longer case-sensitive on the SMC server.

Directory management (LDAP)
The SMC server now supports the integration of LDAP directories containing more than 2300
users.

Update of LDAP administrators
The SMC server no longer needs to be restarted in order to apply changes in the file ldap-
rights.csv. You can therefore change the list of administrators with the privilege to log on to SMC
via an LDAP account without the need to log off other administrators.

Furthermore, whenever administrators are deleted from this CSV file while they are still connected
to SMC, their current session will not be interrupted. However, they will no longer be able to log
back on in the future.
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Connection in random read-only mode
Whenever an administrator from an LDAP directory opened a session on the SMC server, the
session would not always provide write privileges. This issue has been fixed.

Log consultation

Saving logs from the web interface
The logs saving feature did not work properly and has been removed. To save the SMC server
logs, we recommend you to send the logs to a remote server in Syslog format or to download them
from the folder /var/log with the SCP protocol.

Logs reported when moving filtering or NAT rules

Support reference 155831CW
When moving down or up filtering or NAT rules, logs are now written in the audit log file.

Filter and NAT rules

Behavior of the cut and paste action

Support reference 155831PW
When moving rules with a cut and paste action when some separators were collapsed, the rules
were not moved at the right place. The cut and paste action now works correctly.
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SMC 2.2.2 new features

Filter rules

Public IP addresses reputation
The Microsoft group has been added to the list of public IP address reputation groups.
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SMC 2.2.2 bug fixes

Importing certificate revocation lists
In the case of a trust chain with different levels of certification authority, the CRL import feature in
SMC is now functional.

Configuration deployment time
Whenever a SMC configuration was deployed on high availability clusters, the timeout for the
deployment was too short and it used to fail. The default timeout has been increased.

Logs turnover

Support reference: 154299CW
The turnover policy in the log files is now the same on all files so that there are no longer abnormal
behaviors of the system.

Detail of the SN firewalls internal errors

Support reference: 153969CW
When the SN firewalls cannot apply a command sent by the SMC server, the error is now well
detailed.
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SMC 2.2.1 new features

Administration channel

SMC contact IP address
When generating a connecting package for a SN firewall in version 3.3.0 and upwards, it is now
possible to enter more than one IP or FQDN address by order of priority, on which the firewall will
try to contact SMC.

Certificate authorities

SMC as distribution point for certificate revocation lists (CRL)
The SMC server can now be a CRL distribution point for a certificate authority. The CRL must be
manually and regularly imported on the SMC server through the administration or command line
interface.

List of CRL distribution points
CRL distribution points are now configured in a new tab in the properties of a certificate authority.

Filter and NAT rules

Rules rank
In the filter and NAT rules panel of folders, the new Rank column indicates the position of a rule in
its folder and allows identifying rules. To know the numbers assigned to a firewall’s rules and
which are visible in traces, you must look at the Rule column in the firewall’s rules panel.

Traces

Readability of SMC server traces
Traces now display as a grid in the lower panel of the SMC interface. It is possible to sort traces by
filtering the list and to select the types of traces to look at.
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SMC 2.2.1 bug fixes

Editing HTTP block pages

Support reference: 154174CW
It is now possible to edit HTTP block pages when accessing directly to a SN firewall administration
interface through SMC.
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SMC 2.2.0 new features

Administration

Read-only administrators
On the SMC server, read-only administrator profiles can now be created. More than one
administrator can connect simultaneously to the SMC server with a read-only access, whereas
only one administrator with a read/write access is allowed at the same time.

Active Directory authentication
On the SMC server, authentication can now be delegated to an external directory such as Active
Directory on Microsoft Windows Server 2012. This action is configured in the command line
interface.

Access privileges to SN firewalls interface
Access to SN firewalls interface can now be limited to read-only access from the SMC server. More
than one administrator can connect simultaneously to the same firewall with read-only privileges.

Traces

Administrators actions
The information available in the audit.log log file has been improved to display more details about
the actions performed by administrators on the SMC server.

Filter and NAT rules

Copy/cut/paste
Filter and NAT rules can now be copied/pasted or cut/pasted.

QoS support
In filter rules, the SMC server now supports QoS configuration as free text fields (Action menu,
QOS tab, Queue and Fairness fields).

VPN

Output interface of the SN firewall
In the new Local address field, specify now the firewall output interface used as the source in a
VPN tunnel. This field is also in SN firewalls administration interface. For more information, refer to
the Stormshield Network user configuration manual.
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Communication between SN firewalls and the SMC server

Output interface of the SN firewall
You can now select an output interface other than the default interface for the firewall to connect
to the SMC server. This feature is available for SN firewalls in version 3.3 and upwards and is
configured in the command line interface.
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SMC 2.2.0 bug fixes
Support reference: 152710PW

Language of the installation wizard
It was not possible to select languages other than French and English when running the SMC
server installation wizard.

Support reference: 77413PW

SN150 firewall support
The SN150 firewall was not properly supported by the SMC server.

Support reference: 152357CW

URL filtering in firewalls’ administration interface
When connecting directly to a firewall administration interface from the SMC server, the button
Add rules by category in the URL filtering module would not work on a firewall in version 3.1.0.
The SNS 3.3.0 version fixes this issue.

Support reference: 64099

Monitoring firewalls
In the firewalls monitoring menu, the firewalls list would not display properly.

Support reference: 60761

Displaying filter and NAT rules
In general, filter and NAT rules processing and displaying have been improved.

Support reference: 60764

Filter and NAT rules name
Forbidden characters in filter and NAT rules’ names on the SMC server are now the same as on SN
firewalls (<, > et ").

Encoding SNS CLI scripts
The .script files used to run SNS CLI commands on firewalls must be encoded with UTF-8. Using a
script file with a wrong encoding type no longer cause a crash of the SMC server web interface.
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SMC 2.1.1 new features

Filter and NAT rules

Rule separators
Rule separators can now be inserted in firewall rules or folders. These separators serve the same
purpose as they do on SN firewalls, making it possible to organize rules without affecting the
security policy.

Dragging and dropping objects
On the SMC server, objects can now be dragged and dropped between filter and translation rules
or from the Network objects menu into rules.

Dragging and dropping rules
The SMC server now allows moving filter and translation rules applied to a firewall or folder by
dragging and dropping them.

Deploying objects

Deployment in command line
Object deployment mode can now be defined (selectively or forced on all firewalls) in the script
that imports objects from a CSV file using the command fwadmin-import-objects.
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SMC 2.1.1 bug fixes

SMC upgrade
SMC servers that have not yet been used can now be updated.
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SMC 2.1.0 new features

Local backup of SN firewall and SMC server configurations
The configurations of SN firewalls and the SMC server can now be automatically backed up.
Details on the various backups can be found in the web interface, fromwhich they can be
downloaded. You can manually perform full backups of your firewall environment as well at any
moment.

Configuration deployment icon
Whenever changes are made to a configuration, the deployment icon in the upper banner of the

server's window turns orange , indicating that changes made in SMC have not yet been
deployed.

Package connecting SN 3.1 firewalls to SMC
The 3.1.X version now needs to be selected when generating a connecting package that
connects an SN 3.1 firewall to the SMC server. So in the case of a 3.1 firewall already in
production, there will be no service disruption.

Time and Router network objects
SMCmakes it possible to create and deploy global Time and Router network objects. SN firewalls
must be in at least version 3.1 in order to receive objects.

Selective deployment of network objects on SN firewalls
In the list of network objects, new icons indicate the deployment policy selected for each object.
A single arrow means that the deployment of the object has been imposed on one or several

selected firewalls. A double arrow means that the deployment of the object has been imposed
on all firewalls.

Public IP addresses of SN firewalls used in a VPN topology
In each firewall’s parameters, you can now define the IP address to be contacted within a VPN
topology. It will then differ from the firewall’s IP address used to connect to the SMC server.

It is still possible to use the same IP address for the VPN and the connection to the SMC server.

"Number of specific rules" column
In the Firewalls and folders view, a new column shows the number of filter or translation rules
specific to each firewall.

Displaying the contents of a folder
Folders can now be accessed directly from the firewall monitoring view.

Duplicating network objects
During the creation or modification of network objects, they can now be duplicated in order to
facilitate the creation of new similar objects.

Creating network objects from a VPN topology
New network objects can now be created directly from the VPN topology creation or modification
window during the selection of networks, hosts and/or groups associated with each firewall.
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Creating network objects from a rule
Network objects can now be created directly from a filter or translation rule while it is being
created or modified.

Using Host and Group network objects in a VPN topology
Apart fromNetwork objects, Host or Object group objects can also be selected as traffic endpoints
of tunnels in a VPN topology.

Moving filter and translation rules
In folder view, filter and translation rules can now bemoved to other folders or other firewalls. By
default, moved rules are inserted at the end of the list.

Simplified rule creation
Newly created filter or translation rules are now enabled by default, and naming them is not
mandatory.

Variable “Address range” objects
Like Host and Network objects, Address range objects can now be variable. Their IP addresses
can include a customized variable with the format %FW_CUSTOMx% defined in the Customized
variables tab in the Edit firewall panel.

Using SNS dynamic objects in SMC
On an SN firewall, some Firewall_xx or Network_xx objects are automatically created according to
the names and IP addresses of the firewall network interfaces (for example: Firewall_out or
Network_dmz1).

To reference these objects in filter rules in SMC, objects with the same names can now be created
in SMC. These objects will never be deployed on firewalls.

Monitoring the SMC server via SNMP
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is a communication protocol that allows network
administrators to monitor devices and diagnose network and hardware issues remotely. This
service is now available in the SMC 2.1 command line interface.

Exporting logs in Syslog format
Logs from the SMC server can now be exported in Syslog format. This service is available in the
SMC 2.1 command line interface.

Importing SN firewalls from a CSV file
Using CSV files to import SN firewalls in command linemakes it possible to specify new
parameters, such as the public IP address of the firewall defined manually in its properties.

Online Help
SMC user help can now be accessed even without Internet access directly from the server's web
administration interface.

VMware Tools
VMware Tools are now pre-installed on the SMC server.
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SMC 2.1.0 bug fixes
Support reference: 151810PW

SMC administration sessions
Administration sessions are now more efficiently managed.

Hub of a star VPN topology
In a star VPN topology, whenever the firewall acting as the center of the star was replaced with
another firewall, the first firewall would be excluded from the topology. It is now retained as an
endpoint in the topology.

Display of server logs
Logs found in server.log files that have been archived can no longer be seen in the SMC web
interface.
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SMC 2.0 new features

LAN to LAN IPSec VPN tunnels
SMC allows creating IPv4 LAN to LAN VPN tunnels between SN firewalls or external peers through
mesh or star topologies. SMC supports IKEv1 and IKEv2 encryption protocols as well as two
authentication methods: certificate authentication and pre-shared key authentication.

A monitoring view makes it possible to monitor the status of each tunnel in real time.

This feature is available for SN firewalls in at least version 3.0.

Filtering and translation
SMC enables the creation of filter and translation rules that can either be shared by several
firewalls or defined specifically for some. Such rules can be deployed in the global security
policy for SN firewalls and applied before the rules in the firewalls' local security policy. Firewalls
may be classified by folders and sub-folders in SMC, thereby making it possible to apply
common rules to a set of firewalls in a single operation.

In order to hand over control to the local administrator or manage the process of migrating an
environment of firewalls already in production in SMC, you can choose to delegate the filtering of
certain traffic. Rules defined locally on the firewall will then be given priority for such traffic.

This feature is available for SN firewalls in at least version 3.0.

Folders and sub-folders
To organize your firewalls based on criteria such as location, services, etc., you can now create
up to four hierarchical levels of sub-folders under the default root folder MySMC. Filter and
translation rules that apply to several sets and subsets of firewalls can be created in the folder
tree.

Deploying objects
When you create objects in SMC, if they are used in a filter rule or VPN topology, they will be
deployed on the firewalls concerned by default. However, their deployment on other firewalls or
even on all firewalls can be forced.

Variable objects
SMC allows creating variable objects, meaning Host or Network objects whose IPv4 or IPv6
address values change according to the firewall on which they are installed. They can be used in
filter rules and in VPN topologies.

Checking the use of a firewall and an object
SMC offers the possibility of checking whether a given firewall or object is being used in the
configuration.

Likewise, if you attempt to delete a used firewall or object, a warning message will appear.

Creating and duplicating objects
Several similar objects can now be created quickly using the Create and Duplicate button in the
object creation window.

Importing objects and firewalls from a CSV file
In the command line interface, you can import a list of objects in SMC through a CSV file. You can
also import a list of firewalls and generate their connecting package.
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SMC license
Using SMC now requires a license specifying a maximumnumber of SN firewalls that SMC can
manage.

HyperV support
The Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor for Windows Server 2008 R2 and 2012 R2 is now supported for
the deployment of the SMC server.

NTP servers
From the command line interface, you can now enable NTP servers in order to configure the date
and time of the SMC server.

Maintenance end date
In the firewall monitoring view, a new End of maintenance column indicates the date on which
firewall maintenance ends.

This feature is available for SN firewalls in at least version 2.5.

Microsoft Edge
SMC now supports Microsoft Edge.

Disconnection of the passive node from the high availability cluster
A new orange icon in the firewall monitoring view indicates that the passive node of a cluster is no
longer connected.
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SMC 2.0 bug fixes

Connection timeout
After a certain period, firewalls would lose their connection to the SMC server.

Logout when SNS CLI scripts are used
Whenever SNS CLI scripts are used in command line, the --Force option would cause the SMC
server to log out of the web administration interface.

Order of columns in the web interface
When the order of certain columns was changed, such changes would not stay in some of the
panels in the interface.

Viewing SNS CLI script
In the SNS CLI scripts panel, whenever a user viewed script exceeding 3 MB, the SMC server
would stop functioning.

Statuses of firewalls in the SNS CLI scripts panel
In the SNS CLI scripts panel, whenever firewalls' statuses were updated, a slight vertical scroll
would appear in the window.

Truncated logs after running SNS CLI script
In the SNS CLI scripts panel, after running a script, the information reported in the output.log file
would be truncated if the script contained a command generating an output file without the
argument $SAVE_TO_DATA_FILE("nomDuFichier.extension") in it.

Restoration of backups and SNS CLI script
After the restoration of a SMC backup, SNS CLI script could not be loaded.

Accessing the firewall web administration interface
During direct access to the web administration interface for firewalls from the SMC server, the
firewall's configuration could not bemodified as there were insufficient privileges for certain
features.
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Contact
To contact our Stormshield Technical Assistance Center (TAC):

l https://mystormshield.eu/
All requests to technical support must be submitted through the incident manager in the
private-access area https://mystormshield.eu, under Technical support > Manage cases.

l +33 (0) 9 69 329 129
In order for us to provide high-quality service, you are advised to use this communication
method only to follow up on incidents that have been created earlier on
https://mystormshield.eu.
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